AN AVERAGE DAY IN THE LIFE

- **7 Child predators arrested**
- **658 Illegal aliens removed**
- **2,887 Immigration hearings**
- **24 Visas refused due to terrorist connections or derogatory information**
- **10 Border related criminal arrests**
- **5 Transnational gang members arrested**
- **5 Document and benefit fraud arrests**
- **10 Criminal alien arrests**
- **13 Criminal cases prosecuted**
- **236 Detainers lodged**
- **4,125 Pounds of narcotics seized**
- **5 Removal flights completed**
- **5 Suspected human traffickers arrested**

*These averages are based on 12 months of activity during FY 2016.*
**AN AVERAGE DAY IN THE LIFE**

**ENFORCEMENT AND REMOVAL OPERATIONS**

- **658** Illegal aliens removed
- **34,376** Illegal aliens housed in detention facilities nationwide
- **46,777** Aliens enrolled in alternatives to detention
- **236** Detainers lodged
- **564** Intake medical screenings performed
- **967** Aliens processed into detention centers
- **2,200,000** Aliens in immigration removal proceedings
- **293** Physical exams performed
- **216** Criminal alien arrests

*These averages are based on 12 months of activity during FY 2016.*
AN AVERAGE DAY IN THE LIFE

HOMELAND SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS

7 Child predators arrested

5 Document and benefit fraud arrests

4,125 Pounds of narcotics seized

24 Visas refused due to terrorist connections or derogatory information

18 Terabytes of forensically processed data equal to playing 36 years of music non-stop

4 Convictions for human smuggling

$1,295,890 Seized in currency and monetary instruments

13 Transnational gang members arrested

10 Border related criminal arrests

8 Weapons seized

$2,500,000 Intellectual property seizures

*These averages are based on 12 months of activity during FY 2016.